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SpringTopia Fest 2023 Brings a Unique and
Immersive Theme Park Experience to Los
Angeles
The festival promises a day of fun for people of all ages and
features seven themed immersive lands 
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Los Angeles, March 7, 2023 – SpringTopia Fest 2023, a one-of-a-kind immersive festival,

is set to take Los Angeles by storm from March 28th to April 16th, offering guests of all ages an

unforgettable day of fun as they explore seven themed immersive lands. Produced by Amazeing

Entertainment and powered by Fever, tickets for this family-friendly event are now available for

purchase.

Incorporating multiple theme park experiences into one unforgettable event, the festival's

200,000 square feet includes immersive lands with unique interactive experiences that

combine exciting activities, exciting games, thrilling rides, and iconic photo opportunities into a

single unforgettable event.

From participating in fun games and activities at Fun Land, playing with real puppies in

Puppy Land, enjoying a winter wonderland in Holiday Land, walking among pirates and the

plank in Pirate Land, conquering two haunted “scare” mazes in Spooky Land, exploring a

circus-themed world in 3D Circus Land, and experiencing incredible light effects in eight

different rooms in Lightshow Land, SpringTopia Fest is guaranteed to be a day full of

unforgettable fun for guests of all ages.

SpringTopia Fest will be open every Wednesday to Sunday from 10:00 AM to 10:00 PM.

General Admission tickets provide access to the event and all seven immersive lands, including

rides. Guests can also opt for VIP tickets which provide access to the event and all seven

immersive lands, rides, and rushed entry through the main entrance.

Promising to be a unique and immersive experience that is perfect for families and for those

looking for a thrilling and memorable day full of unforgettable fun, tickets for SpringTopia Fest

2023 are available at Fever’s marketplace with prices starting at $35.

DETAILS:

Location: Topanga Promenade Mall (6100 Topanga Canyon Blvd, Los Angeles, California)

Dates: Various dates from March 28th to April 16th

Tickets: Starting at $35 on Fever’s marketplace

Visuals Assets: Images can be found in our media kit.
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Carlos Ortiz Classcarlos.ortiz@feverup.com
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ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform which has helped millions of people discover
the best experiences in their cities since 2014. With a mission to democratize access to culture and
entertainment in real life through its platform, Fever inspires users to enjoy unique local experiences and events,
from immersive exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, and festivals to molecular cocktail pop-ups, while
empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across the world.

SpringTopia Fest is a fun-filled family-friendly event with rides, games, mazes, interactive

activities, food, drinks, and more. Set upon 200,000 square feet at the Topanga Promenade

Mall in Woodland Hills, CA, this unique experience features 7 immersive lands to explore to

your heart’s content.
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